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Project Background
Working Paper, building upon:
1) Land Politics (Cambridge UP, 2022)
• Differences among customary institutions impact where 

titles develop
• Power and political impacts of changing land tenure
• Customary institutions generate heterogenous demand for 

titles

https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/land-politics/7F88432193995E74E6C395CB2BA1D788
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Project Background
Working Paper, building upon:
1) Land Politics (Cambridge UP, 2022)
2) Mutual Dependence and Expectations of Cooperation (JOP, 

2023) with Adam Harris
3) The Power of the Pen (African Affairs, 2022) & Land and 

Legibility (APSR 2023) with Karen E. Ferree, Ellen Lust 
and Melanie Phillips

• Examines development of chiefs’ titles, tenure security, and 
innovation within customary institutions

https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/land-politics/7F88432193995E74E6C395CB2BA1D788
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/full/10.1086/720646?casa_token=Qk67J_bjGQMAAAAA%3AJVPhxJnUG7XLUEGrLb0qknTh0GBebiK_lnZeWxTC9qy6k1fnuU3XYkEYaBztZzZua-kG-Y0jOPw
https://academic.oup.com/afraf/article/121/482/81/6527439?
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/american-political-science-review/article/land-and-legibility-when-do-citizens-expect-secure-property-rights-in-weak-states/02ABF2F423907B7A28C243E4D54EFB5E
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/american-political-science-review/article/land-and-legibility-when-do-citizens-expect-secure-property-rights-in-weak-states/02ABF2F423907B7A28C243E4D54EFB5E


Preview of Findings
Customary property rights institutions adapt
• In this case: in response to state policy,
• Establishing greater gender equity in control over land

In short,
• State reach predicts the likelihood of joint land management,
• Even without changing tenure status of land,
• And within similarly patrilineal or matrilineal institutions



Talk Overview
1) Motivation
2) Theoretical Framework
3) Malawi Background
4) Mixed Methods Research Approaches
5) Results
6) Implications
 



The Women’s Empowerment Agenda
• Women’s empowerment on the global agenda
• Changes in state laws and institutions, but barriers to 

implementation remain



The Women’s Empowerment Agenda
• “Deep concerns” about “disparities between women and 

men” in “access to and control over productive resources”

Commitments to:
• “promoting women’s full access to, and control over 

productive resources such as land, livestock, markets, 
credit, modern technology, formal employment, and a good 
quality of life in order to reduce the level of poverty among 
women” 

• “repealing and reforming all laws, amending constitutions 
and changing social practices which still subject women to 
discrimination, and enacting empowering gender sensitive 
laws”

 -1997 SADC Declaration



Within agricultural economies 
in Africa, emphasis on 
gendered land rights:

• State laws establishing 
equal rights for men and 
women

• Yet continued wide 
variation in actual practices
• e.g. , Afrobarometer R7 

2016/2018 
• Percent Agree that “In 

our country today, 
women and men have 
equal opportunities to 
own and inherit land.”
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Puzzle
Given concerns about women’s land rights, 
particularly on customary land:

•When and where joint land management practices 
take hold?

•Why does practice match de jure law in some places 
but not others?



Theoretical Framework
State reach: The state’s ability to penetrate 
society throughout its territorial boundaries

• Previously: impacts state-society relations, economic 
development, relative powers of local authorities, 
growth of violent insurgencies, taxation (Mann 2008; 
Pierskalla et al. 2017; Soifer and Vom Hau 2008)

Road to a village in Central Malawi, 2022 



Theoretical Framework
State reach: The state’s ability to penetrate 
society throughout its territorial boundaries

• Previously: impacts state-society relations, economic 
development, relative powers of local authorities, 
growth of violent insurgencies, taxation (Mann 2008; 
Pierskalla et al. 2017; Soifer and Vom Hau 2008)

• Uneven nature of the state’s apparatus in Africa, 
borders imposed through colonization (Giraudy and 
Luna 2017; Boone 2003; Hyden 1980)

•  Our focus: spatial component of projections of power

Road to a village in Central Malawi, 2022 



Theoretical Framework
Two Proposed Mechanisms:

1) Accessibility of state forums (courts, land officials):
• Opportunities to use state’s forums and sanctions to advocate for change

2) Diffusion of information about “appropriate behavior”
• Independent of threat of state sanction
• Proximity to the state increases contact, e.g. “sensitization visits” from district 

council members, agricultural extension officers, other government
• Should apply to both households and community leadership



Theoretical Framework
Key alternative and additional explanations:

1) Land Values/Cash Cropping
• Increased male dominance (Tripp 2004, Carney and Watts 1991, Lancaster 

1984, Holy 1986 )
• Weakened familial ownership, more individualism (see Platteau 1996)

2) Urbanization/Modernization Theory
• Urbanization weakens traditional social institutions  (Lerner 1958)



Theoretical Framework
Hypothesis: Spatial proximity to seats of 
the state’s administrative power should 
be associated with gender-equitable land 
practices

• Attention to community outcomes (and household)
• Communities are more than aggregate of individual 

norms, also impact the costs of deviating (e.g., tipping 
points)



Malawi Background
Malawi
• 76% agricultural labor force (2019)
• Majority of governed by customary property 

rights
• Inheritance: 87% land users (2016)



Social Institutions in Malawi
Led by Chiefs
• Draw legitimacy from 

precolonial 
nations/kingdoms

• (Some) state 
recognition

• Embedded in local 
communities

Hierarchy:
• Traditional Authority, 
• Group Village Head,
• Village Head

Paramount Chief M’mbelwa V (2022)
Umthetho Ngoni Cultural Festival, Mzimba (The National Online)



Gender in Malawi’s State Institutions
Gender-equitable legislation: 

• Ex. Criminal offense to 
dispossess widow(er)s from 
land

• Ex. Malawi’s Growth and 
Development strategy (2006): 
“Breaking the 
cultural/traditional factors 
which create and perpetuate 
gender inequalities”

• “Women and men have the same 
legal rights and secure access to 
land assets, without legal 
exceptions regarding some groups 
of women…
• However, some customary, 

religious or traditional 
practices or laws discriminate 
against women’s legal rights.” 
(OECD Gender Database, 
2022)



Research Approaches
• Original Household Survey (subsample 

n=5,854)

• 32 Focus Group Discussions
• Mechanisms and illustrations of dynamics at play 
• Coding for systematic qual analysis

• Mini-survey with FGD participants



Survey
LGPI 2019 household surveys:
• Malawi (n=10,302 )
• Landowning, married households 

(n=5854)
• Community-level question (n=1327)

Samples: 
• 100 km buffer from shared border
• Not nationally-representative
• Customary land governed by chiefs



Joint Land Management Outcomes
Community: “In general, who has more power to make decisions about 
land in this community, women or men?”

• Overall (n=1327): 16% Joint Land Management 
• Relative agreement among members of same communities

Individual: “Who makes the primary decisions regarding the use and 
management of the land?”
• Overall (n=5854): 27% Joint



Key Measures
Spatial proximity to the stateà facilitates access to 
statutory forums to advocate for equitable rights and the 
diffusion of state-endorsed norms
• Distance to their district administrative capital

• Primary: Travel time (median: 59 mins)
• Alts: As the crow flies, national capital, roads, school

Rumphi District Council

Rumphi District Community
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• Primary: Travel time (median: 59 mins)
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• Urbanization: Distance to trading centre/markets
• Urbanization: Distance to high population are (GeoNames 

data), with admin “type” interaction   
• Land Values: Proportion land with cash crops, pop density
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Key Measures
Spatial proximity to the stateà facilitates access to 
statutory forums to advocate for equitable rights and the 
diffusion of state-endorsed norms
• Distance to their district administrative capital

• Primary: Travel time (median: 59 mins)
• Alts: As the crow flies, national capital, roads, school

• Reported chiefs have “a lot of influence”: 64% in near 
villages; 56% in far 

• Village heads reporting district commissioner (DC) visited 
last year: 8% in near, 3% in far

• Village heads visiting DC: 27% in near, 15% in far

Rumphi District Council

Rumphi District Community



Does State Reach Predict Equal Powers 
over Land Management ?



Marginal Effects of State Reach



State reach predicts joint management 
reported at household and as perceived for 
community 

Robust to:
• Village level indicators of mat. and pat. 

institutions
• Alternative state reach measures
• Alternative urbanization measures



Mechanisms Results
1) Increased access to state’s conflict resolution 

forums
• Strong association between the state’s forums and 

advancing women’s rights
• District council, police, courts, and “government” as 

venues for women to seek stronger rights

Piloting, Courtesy of IPOR Twitter



Mechanisms Results
1) Increased access to state’s conflict resolution 

forums
• Strong association between the state’s forums and 

advancing women’s rights
• District council, police, courts, and “government” as 

venues for women to seek stronger rights
• Ex: “Sometimes it looks like the woman has no rights 

and your husband’s relatives abuse you and grab land 
from you. Yet there are others that are courageous 
enough to take the issue to the government and things 
progress well” (Village 6 Women)

• Qualitative coding: near villages more likely to believe 
that women would seek help in hypothetical land 
management dispute

Piloting, Courtesy of IPOR Twitter



Mechanisms Results
2) Information 
• Near villages had greater exposure to gender 

messaging 
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Mechanisms Results
2) Information 
• Near villages had greater exposure to gender 

messaging 
• Ex: DC member visit “They said that when sharing 

land it should involve both men and women. And they 
said that we are telling you this as people from the 
government.” (Village 15 Men, Near)

• “The police, they came and they said men and women 
are supposed to be having equal powers in decision 
making about the plants they want to be cultivating” 
(Village 3 Women, Near).

Piloting, Courtesy of IPOR Twitter



Results Summary
• State reach is highly predictive

• Proximity to local administrative center 
increases likelihood of joint community 
and joint household



Results Summary
• State reach is highly predictive

• Proximity to local administrative center 
increases likelihood of joint community 
and joint household

• FGDs: combination of information and 
access to forums prompted shifts in 
practice, more closely matching gender-
equal state laws



Broader Implications
• Important differences in uptake of joint land management policies

• State reach shapes success of state attempts at policy change
• Historically-rooted customary and social institutions change to become more 

gender-equitable in the contemporary era, without being erased 



Broader Implications
• Important differences in uptake of joint land management policies

• State reach shapes success of state attempts at policy change
• Historically-rooted customary and social institutions change to become more 

gender-equitable in the contemporary era, without being erased 

• Policy: State outreach, training village heads in the formal rules, and making state 
forums more accessible to citizens can change the norms around land management
• Even in the absence of land tenure reforms 
• Need for targeting more distant communities: radio, legal aid outreach 
• Impacts of civil servants at subnational district offices  



Thank you !

Lauren Honig
Associate Professor, Boston College

Research available at: Laurenhonig.com
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Alternative Urbanization Model



Alternative State Reach Measures
ß Distance as the crow flies

Distance to admin capital is more 
consistent predictor than:

• Distance to national capital
• Mins to paved road
• Distance to nearest school



Outcome: Men Alone



Focus Groups & Mini Survey Design
Mini-survey: 

• Recruitment into FGD (n=309)
• Different types of land management powers
• Unbundling property rights

Discussions around:
• Interactions respondents have (or not) with the state or other 

potentially influential actors (NGOs, chiefs, ag. Extension 
agents)

• Hypothetical land management problems 
• Accessibility of forums
• Sources of information

Piloting, Courtesy of IPOR Twitter


